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Workbook answers
Page 4: A story from India
1 a The king had lots of rice.

b The man was very poor.
c The man asked for some rice.
d The men played chess.

2 a The king was rich. 
b The king liked to play chess. 
c A poor man came to play chess. 
d The poor man said he wanted rice for a prize. 

Fiction: Traditional talesUnit 1

Workbook answers
Page 5: Retell the traditional tale
1 Tell the learners to practise telling the story to themselves a few times before telling it to a partner. 

Share the stories together.
 

Page 6: The rice on the chessboard

2 a kite b plane c hole d bike e spade f rope
1 a rice b snake c athlete d gate e slide f phone g pole

1

5 6

3 2

4 7
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Workbook answers
Page 7: A story from Mexico
1 a anaconda – top right

b prowl – top left
c pounce – bottom left
d slither – bottom right

2 a Jaguar prowled around the forest and hunted for dinner.
b Jaguar prowls and growls in the cave.
c The snake slithers and slides along the floor.
d The snake slithered and slinked up the the vine.

Workbook answers
Page 8: A Nigerian tale
1 a One day, the king invited the animals to a feast. 

b At the feast, the king tricked the animals. 
c Afterwards, Tortoise talked to the king. 
d That night, Tortoise had a plan.

2 Learners’ own ideas, for example: 
a One day, Jaguar saw Conejo in a cage.
b After lunch, the Tortoise slept.
c Next, the king gave away his rice.
d At the end of the day, the king was pleased. 

Workbook answers
Page 9: Tortoise’s trick
1 Nouns: tortoise, bush, feast, river, hippo
 Adjectives: green, mean, clever, tasty
2 a The animals were hungry and thirsty.

b Tortoise was small and/but brave. 
c The animals kept cool in the shade or in the river.
d The animals went to the feast, but there was no food. 
e The hippos went to the river to wash and swim.
f The animals did not want to see or hear the king again.
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Workbook answers
Page 10: More traditional tales
1 One night, Nasreddin went to the well to get a drink. When he looked into the well, he saw the Moon 

shining on the water. 
 ‘Oh help. The Moon has fallen in the well!’ he cried.
 ‘Bring me a basket,’ he called to his wife. 
 Nasreddin’s wife gave him a basket. Nasreddin fished in the well with the basket but he could not 

catch the Moon. 
 ‘Let’s try a spade,’ he said to his wife. 
 His wife gave him a spade. Nasreddin fished in the well with the spade but he could not catch the Moon. 
 ‘Bring me a rope,’ he asked his wife. 
 His wife came with a rope with a hook on the end. Nasreddin threw the rope into the well. The hook 

stuck in the side of the well. Nasreddin pulled and pulled. At last the hook came free with a POP. 
Nasreddin fell flat on his back. He looked up at the sky and saw the Moon. 

 ‘That hurt’, he said. ‘But at least the Moon is back where it belongs.’

Workbook answers
Page 11: Far away, and just as long ago …
1 Spend time practising the words on the Workbook page in a variety of settings, for example: provide 

letter tiles for the learners to use to make the words, organise for the learners to test each other, write 
the words on flashcards, make a wordsearch and so on.
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Non-fiction: Recount textsUnit 2

Workbook answers
Page 13: I remember
1 a faster b smaller  c shortest d fastest e taller
2 a longest b harder   c longer d slower e highest

Workbook answers
Page 14: A South African home
1 a Susan is the oldest.

b Peter is shorter than Susan/Rosie.
c Rosie is smaller than Susan.
d Susan is taller than Peter/Rosie.
e Peter is the youngest.

2 a cheaper b longer c richest d lighter e smallest
3 a ? b . c ?

Workbook answers
Page 15: After school

1 a I like swimming, running and reading. 
b Today, we studied Maths, English, Music and PE. 
c My sisters are Selma, Mona, Tina and Esme. 
d Yesterday, we went to the supermarket, the bank and the café.  

2 b I packed my shorts, my top and my shoes. 
c In my bag, I put my pen, my pencil and my book. 
d I took my swimming bag, goggles, my towel and my swimming cap.
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Workbook answers
Page 16: Nouns and pronouns
1 1 One day, we travelled across South Africa to see my granny. 
 2 After a few hours, we stopped in the shade of some thorn bushes for a picnic and I caught a chameleon. 
 3  When we set off again, I took the chameleon with me. It was great fun as it changed colour as it 

walked around the car. 
 4 We kept it in the car until we let it go at the next shady picnic spot. 
2 a – me; b – She; c – him; d – He; e – We, him; f – They; g – them

Page 17: More nouns and pronouns
1 Today, Daisuke showed me how he writes his name. First, he set out his brushes, water, ink and water 

on the floor. Then, he rolled out the paper. Next, he took a brush and dipped it in the ink. He held the 
brush upright and drew five lines on the paper. They stood for his name.  

2 Yesterday, I went to my ballet class. I love dancing. Dancing It makes me feel happy. My teacher is 
Miss Zoe. Miss Zoe She is tall and graceful. At the class, Miss Zoe showed the other children and me 
us a new dance. The new dance It was hard. The other children and I We will have to work hard to 
learn the new dance it. 

Workbook answers
Page 18: A trip

1 a fiction b non-fiction c fiction
2 a played  b eats  c watched
 d looked  e talked f listens 
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Poetry: Nonsense rhymesUnit 3

Workbook answers
Page 20: Tongue twisters
1 Encourage the learners to read the tongue twister slowly and carefully before speeding up.

a–b  She sells seashells on the seashore
  The shells she sells are seashells, I’m sure.
  So if she sells seashells on the seashore. 
  Then I’m sure she sells seashore shells. 

2 Challenge the learners to perform the poem to a partner.
a ‘ore’ (in shore), ‘ure’ (in sure)
b ‘sh’ (in shells), ‘s’ (in sure)

Workbook answers
Page 21: Whalesong

1 

2 Nouns: whale, ice, sea, penguin 
 Adjectives: cold, blue, deep, funny
3 a–d For example: cold ice, blue whale, funny penguin

Words where ‘ow’ sounds like ‘down’ Words where ‘ow’ sounds like ‘show’

clown, down, town, crowd, owl, crown, brown, 
cow, how

slow, snow, below, blow, know, show, swallow, 
crow, grown

Workbook answers
Page 22: Sounds at the end
2 pie – fly; tree – me; blue – flew / Tilly-loo  
3 Long ‘igh’ sound Long ‘ew’ sound Long ‘ee’ sound Long ‘ai’ sound

pie, fly, sigh blue, flew, loo tree, me, sea away, came, they

1
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Workbook answers
Page 23: Repeat, repeat
Recap on the Look-Say-Cover-Write-Check process before the learners practise their words. 
Page 24: Repeat again!
1 Remind the learners that a noun phrase can have more than one adjective. 

Choosing shoes
New shoes, new shoes, 
Red and pink and blue shoes
Tell me, what would you choose,
If they’d let us buy?
Buckle shoes, bow shoes, 
Pretty pointy-toe shoes,
Strappy, cappy low shoes: 
Let’s have some to try. 
Bright shoes, white shoes, 
Dandy-dance-by-night shoes, 
Perhaps-a-little-tight shoes,
Like some? So would I.
BUT
Flat shoes, fat shoes, 
Stump-along-like-that shoes,
Wipe-them-on-the-mat shoes, 
That’s the sort they’ll buy.
By Frida Wolfe

Workbook answers
Page 25: Skipping rhymes
1 a–e Remind the learners that rhyming words often share the same spelling. Clarify that all the words 
  are made up and have no meaning. 
2 Share the learners’ rhymes. Discuss the spelling choices the learners have made both for their  

made-up and real words.
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Fiction: Stories with familiar themesUnit 4

Workbook answers
Page 27: Grump and the Hairy Mammoth
1 Grump was feeling grumpy. It was a wet, soggy day. The cave was tidy. The silly mammoth arrived. 

Grump and Herman had a noisy dance. Then they played a funny game.
2 For example: 

a The cave was messy because Grump and Herman had been playing catch. 
b The leaves were slimy after the rain. 
c Grump wished it was a sunny day. 

3 a but b and c or d but

Workbook answers
Page 28: Words ending in ‘ly’
1 

Root Add ‘ly’ Root Add ‘ly’

a wild wildly e  clever cleverly
b mean meanly f  nice nicely
c  brave bravely g  quick quickly
d  kind kindly h  slow slowly

2 For example: 
 a slowly b wildly c meanly d kindly e nicely 
 After the learners have completed the page, discuss how the sentences are altered when the adverb 

is changed, for example: Herman lumbered away quickly. Grump played the drums slowly. The 
cavemen teased Grump kindly. 

Page 29: The party
1 a laughing b wanted c invited d waiting e raining f arrived 
2 a children b people c sheep d teeth e mice
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Workbook answers
Page 30: Speech marks
1 Grump looked at Herman.  ‘What are you doing here?’ he asked.
 Herman looked at the food on the table. He walked towards it. 
 ‘That’s not for you!’ said Grump. ‘Get away!’ 
2 Focus on the use of a new line for each speaker, but also celebrate any correct use of speech marks.
 ‘What’s that?’ asked Grint. ‘Is it a monster?’ said Brunt.
 ‘It’s coming here!’ said Grint.  ‘Run!’ shouted Brunt. 

Page 31: Grump and the tiger
1 a The tiger howled because it was in pain. 

b Grump pulled and the bone came out. 
c Grump was scared but he helped the tiger. 
d Grump did not scream or run away when he saw the tiger. 

2 For example: 
a There was nothing for Grump to eat or drink in the cave. 
b Herman wanted to help but he was scared.
c The cavemen could not sleep because the howling was loud.
d It was dark in the cave because it was blocked by a boulder.
e Herman moved some rocks and started digging.

Workbook answers
Page 32: Grump is happy
1 a The cavemen hid behind some rocks. 

b Herman cleared all of the rocks away from the cave.
c When they saw the sabre-toothed tiger, all of the cavemen ran away.
d Grump picked some berries for lunch.  

2 Remind the learners that they will have to listen carefully to their partner’s answers. 

Workbook answers
Page 33: Different settings 
1 Talk about the very different scenes shown in the pictures. Learners should circle, for example, the 

huts, chickens, trees in the first picture, and the cave, mammoth, mountain/volcano, sabre-tooth tiger 
in the second picture. 

2 Ask the learners to use the details to describe one of the scenes – adding adjectives to create  
noun phrases.
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Workbook answers
Page 34: Compound words 
1 a caveman b sunflower c earring d notebook
 e bedroom f grasshopper g football h goldfish
 i  jellyfish j cupcake k raindrop l popcorn
2 a ba-lloon b skate-boar-der c su-per-mar-ket d wa-ter-me-lon
 Accept other reasonable breaks such as skate/board/er and sup/er/mark/et if the learners can 

demonstrate the break.

Workbook answers
Page 35: Sunny Belafonte 
Model the correct joins for each word, including any letters that are better left unjoined. 
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Poetry: Poems with patterns 
in structureUnit 5

Workbook answers
Page 37: List poems 
1 Ask the learners to explain how they segmented each word. Clap out the syllables. 
 Compound words are: sea/ward, foot/step, rock/pool, any/way, some/times
2 For example: sunglasses, cookbook, toothpaste, toothbrush, rainbow, bedroom, snowball, snowflake, 

airport and sunshine.

Workbook answers
Page 38: Haikus
1 night’s first firefly (4)
 giving others the green light – (7)
 ready, get set … GLOW! (5)
  By Betsy Snyder
2 cheerful, careful, painful, hopeful, powerful, pitiful, beautiful, dutiful.

Workbook answers
Page 39: Acrostics
1–2 Share the acrostics the learners have written. Clarify that each line can be one word or a phrase. 

Support learners with a range of useful vocabulary such as: first, flower, fine, five, lovely, lime, lush, 
little, light, often, orange, orchid, or, wonderful, what, warm, wafting, waving, ever, evening, elegant, 
red, round, really, relaxing, tall, towering, ten, rain, rest, reach, each, every.

Page 40: N is for nature

quick quicker quickest
kind kinder kindest

high higher highest

fast faster fastest

short shorter shortest 

late later latest
wise wiser wisest

wide wider widest

pale paler palest

rude ruder rudest

1 healthy healthier healthiest
funny funnier funniest

silly sillier silliest

lucky luckier luckiest

wet wetter wettest
hot hotter hottest

sad sadder saddest

flat flatter flattest

big bigger biggest
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Workbook answers
Page 41: Limericks 
1 Suggest to the learners that they read the words aloud before making their decision. 

a  agree unagree disagree
b  happy unhappy dishappy
c  friendly unfriendly disfriendly 
d  lock unlock dislock
e  obey unobey disobey
f  popular unpopular dispopular
g  likes unlikes dislikes
h  wrap unwrap diswrap 
i  fold unfold disfold
j  appear unappear disappear
k  connect unconnect disconnect

2 a unclear b dissimilar c unable d dishonest

Workbook answers
Page 42: Shape poems 
1 Encourage the learners to read the useful words aloud to find pairs or groups of words that sound 

good together. Discuss different ways of filling the space given: filling the shape with words, writing 
words along the edge and so on. Perhaps words could be outside the shape as drips of rain, or 
bubbles in the water, or leaves falling off the tree.
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Non-fiction: ExplanationsUnit 6

Workbook answers
Page 44: Life in space
1 a  The stars are shining brightly. C   b  The rocket blasts into space. S  

c  The astronaut cleans her teeth. S    d  The food is floating off the plate. C  
e  The astronaut sleeps in a sleeping bag. S   

2 a  The astronaut floats in space.    b  The astronaut is living on the Space Station. 
c  The astronaut visits the Moon.    d  A man walks on the Moon. 
e  The astronaut is packing her bag. 

3 a  67        
b  Term 3
c  Unit 1     
d  A Self-check

Workbook answers
Page 45: Headings 
1  Main heading: How do astronauts stay healthy? 

Subheadings: Strong muscles, No sunlight, Home again 

Page 46: Tricky words
1  Spend time practising these words using the flashcards before the learners complete the page. 

Workbook answers
Page 47: Keeping healthy in space

1 Sometimes, the astronauts must go outside to repair the Space Station. First, the astronauts put 
on special spacesuits. Then,  they  climb through a hatch into an airlock and close  it  behind  them. 
Finally,  they  open the outer hatch. 

The astronauts attach themselves to the Space Station with a long chain. As  they  work, the 
astronauts talk to each other over the radio. When  they  have finished,  they  go back into the airlock 
and close it behind  them. Finally,  they  open the door back into the Space Station. 

2 a The astronaut puts on a spacesuit when (or if) she wants to go outside. 
b  An astronaut must fix the Space Station if (or when) part of it breaks. 
c  The spacesuit has a tank of oxygen, because there is no air in space. 
d  In space, it can be very hot or very cold.

3 a They work in pairs.  
b He uses the radio. 
c She fixes the Space Station. 
d It spins around the Earth. 
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Workbook answers
Page 48: How do we know about space? 
1 a Some astronauts are women.

b  All astronauts are brave.
c  Some planets can be seen from Earth. 
d  Some telescopes are in space. 
e  All telescopes can see the Moon. 
f  Some telescopes can see galaxies far away. 

2 a Look up and see  the twinkling stars. 
b  The full Moon  was bright. 
c  The huge telescope  sent  amazing pictures. 
d  The floating astronauts  bounced down the Space Station.

Workbook answers
Page 49: Using commas in explanation texts
1 a  The telescope can see planets, moons and galaxies.

b  The astronaut works, eats and sleeps in space. 
c  The astronaut puts on his suit, gloves and helmet.
d  The astronaut misses eating proper food, drinking from a cup and sleeping on a bed.

2 Example answers:
a  I need to buy eggs, flour and cheese. 
b  Remember to take your hat, coat and scarf. 
c  At school, we do running on a Monday, football on a Tuesday and tennis on a Friday. 
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Fiction: Stories by well-known authorsUnit 7

Workbook answers
Page 51: Practising homophones 
1  a their b they’re 
 c to  d too 
 e two  f hear  
 g here h won
 i one j sale 

Workbook answers
Page 52: Ladderless Window-Cleaning Company
1  ‘Who are these creatures?’ he bellowed. ‘Has the whole world gone completely dotty?’
 ‘We are the window-cleaners!’ sang out the Monkey. 
 ‘You asked us to come and see you,’ the Giraffe said. 
2 ‘Could you pick my apples?’ said the Duke.
 ‘We could!’ cried the Monkey.
 ‘Do you have a ladder?’ asked the Duke.  
 ‘We don’t need one!’ said the Giraffe.  

Workbook answers
Page 53: Add the suffix
1 a  play + ful b care + ful  c firm + ly d smooth + ly 
 e cloud + y f dirt + y g high + er h smart + er
 i tall + est j long + est
2 a helpful b wonderful c beautiful d cleanest
 e happiest f widest g angrily h quietly
 i exactly j greedily k messily
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Workbook answers
Page 54: More homophones
1  their/there; here/hear; see/sea; to/too; blue/blew; new/knew; won/one 
2 a  The Duke did not know who the friends were.

b  ‘Why are you here?’ asked the Duke.
c  Put the bucket over there, please.
d  Can you hear a strange sound?
e  Do you know where their hats are?
f  The answer is no!
g  I can see them. They’re running up the road.

Page 55: Roald Dahl’s interesting words
1 a  faded – become lighter  b  snapped – said in a cross way

c  perched – sat on the edge d  gingerly – carefully
e  tremendous – amazing  f  pelican – a bird with a huge beak 

2  Example answers: 
a The dress faded in the wash. b ‘No!’ I snapped.  
c The bird perched on the branch. d There was a tremendous crash. 

Workbook answers
Page 56: Pippi Longstocking
1  Model using the extract on Learner’s Book pages 136–137 to find noun phrases and other specific 

vocabulary to describe Pippi and her house, for example: overgrown orchard, front porch, stiff pigtails, 
long stockings, red patches and Villekulla Cottage. Ask learners to use the words found to fill in the 
labels and add some labels of their own.

2  Example answer:
 Pippi Longstocking was a small nine-year old girl, but she was the strongest person in the world. She 

could carry a horse! She had red hair in stiff pigtails and freckles on her face. She wore a blue dress 
with red patches and long stockings, which were different colours. Pippi lived on her own in Villekulla 
Cottage in the middle of an old, overgrown orchard. The house was made of wood and had a porch at 
the front.

Workbook answers
Page 57: More Pippi! 
1 Learners read the extract.
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Workbook answers
Page 58: Proofreading practice
The Enormous Crocodile is a funny book by Roald Dahl. It is about a huge crocodile that is trying to 
catch some scrumptious children for lunch. First, the crocodile pretends to be a coconut tree. Then 
he pretends to be a see-saw at the playground. Finally, he pretends to be a picnic bench. Each time, 
different animals stop the crocodile. At the end, something hilarious happens to the crocodile, but you 
will have to read it yourself to find out what!

Page 59: Book review
Example answer:
Name of book: The Giraffe and the Pelly and me
Main character: Billy 
What happens at the beginning? Billy meets the Ladderless Window-Cleaning Company and together 
they go to clean the windows of a duke and catch a thief.
What did you like best? The characters are funny – as are many of the words. 
Who would enjoy this story? Anyone who likes a funny story about teamwork. 
What were your favourite words from this book? tremendous, Gumtwizzlers
Learners draw a picture of their favourite character. 
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Poetry: Funny poems to performUnit 8

Workbook answers
Page 61: Alternative spelling
1 

2 a shoulder – mould
b could – should
c you – group
d house – trousers

ay as in ‘play’ igh as in ‘fly’ oa as in ‘show’ ow as in ‘how’

mate, chased, afraid, 
break, great, tail, table, 
April

fright, brighten, fried, 
tie, sky, my, I, like, slide

mango, go, toe, slow, 
note, loaf, blow, heroes, 
road, toad

gown, out, shout, 
sprout

Workbook answers
Page 62: When Daddy Fell in the Pond
1 a They were bored on their day out.

b Dad fell into the pond and Mum fell in too. 
c Dad did not have any dry clothes to wear.

2 Example answers:
a Yes, they’re playing upstairs.
b They have left their coats. 
c I will give them back to them tomorrow. 
d I have two feet. 
e It is too hot today. 
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Workbook answers
Page 63: When Tillie Ate the Chilli
1 Learners also circle the words they find tricky to read.

When Tillie Ate the Chilli
When Tillie ate the chilli
she erupted from her seat,
she gulped a quart of water
and fled screaming down the street,
she coughed, she wheezed, she spluttered
she totally ran amok
she set a new world record
as she raced around the block. 

Tillie’s mouth was full of fire, 
Tillie’s eyes were red with tears
she was smoking from her nostrils,
she was steaming from her ears
she cooled off an hour later,
showing perfect self-control
as she said, ‘What tasty chilli,
I should like another bowl.’

By Jack Prelutsky

Workbook answers
Page 64: Eletelephony
1 Example answers:

a welephant eleboot
b eleplane, aerophant 
c balletphant, tutuphant, eledance 
d eleboat, paddlephant
e snooziphant, laziphant, 
f snowyphant, eleski

2 Example poem: 
Once there was an elephant 
Who wanted to learn to paddlephant
That is to learn to eleboat
And try to stay and elefloat.
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Workbook answers
Page 65: So bossy!
1 a Lay the table.

b Sit down.
c Do your homework.
d Be quiet.

2 Example answers:
a Tidy your bedroom. 
b Make your bed. 
c Brush your teeth.
d Go to school.
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Non-fiction: Information textsUnit 9

Workbook answers
Page 67: Animal homes
1 Ask volunteers to tell you what they have underlined to assess their understanding of the text and 

what’s is important in the text.
2 Agree together that Weaver ants is the main heading; Working together and Safe and dry are 

subheadings; Weaver ants work together to build a nest out of leaves. is the introduction and The 
weaver ant nest is strong and waterproof. is the caption.

3 Learners should draw and label up to four pictures, one for each sentence.

Workbook answers
Page 68: Dictionary time
1 binds, colony, den, hive, larvae, predator, telegraph, wasps
2 a hive: a home for bees.

b larvae: the small grub stage of an insect
c binds: ties together
d den: the home of a predator 

Workbook answers
Page 69: Helpful diagrams

entrances

lodge

pool

dam

ventilation 
shaft

A beaver dam
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Workbook answers
Page 70: Features of an information text
Encourage the learners to read the text carefully, explaining what they have read to a partner before 
completing the activity. For example: 
Introduction: The leaf-curling spider makes a home that helps it to hide from prey and predators. 
First subheading: Leaf and silk; Making a home; Bend and wrap
Second subheading: Hide and wait; Safe and secret
Caption: A leaf-curling spider hides on its web. 
Page 71: More homophones
1 a blew b stairs c see; sea d tale e where
2 Example answers:

a It was a lovely day with a bright blue sky. 
b Don’t stare at the sun. 
c The lion waved its tail from side to side. 
d Please can you wear a hat today. 


